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Two quotations. . .
. . . and two interpretations
If M. Proudhon admits that the value of products is determined by
labour time, he should equally admit that it is the fluctuating
movement alone that in a society founded on individual exchanges
makes labour the measure of value. There is no ready-made
constituted ‘proportional relation’, but only a constituting movement.1
[T]he rate of profit . . . seeks the ‘ideal’ mean position, i.e. a mean
position which does not exist in reality. In other words, it tends to
shape itself around this ideal as a norm.2
1The Poverty of Philosophy : 71 (emphases added)
2Capital Vol. III: 273
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Exhibit 4: Return on Assets and U.S. Unemployment Rate, (1976–2010)
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Compustat, Deloitte Analysis
What’s New 3
Exhibit 4: ROA and U.S. Unemployment Rate (1976-2010)
performance. In these times, firms use layoffs as a release 
valve, triggering a spike in the unemployment rate. Exhibit 
4 shows that following a short lag, Return on Assets rises 
as well. However, all these efforts to be more efficient, 
take people out, and drive productivity are proving 
insufficient in the face of long-term trends. While the Labor 
Productivity metric has increased by almost 2.5 times from 
1965 to 2010, firm performance has continued a steady 
decline.
While companies have long used layoffs as a means to cut 
costs, the practice has become especially prevalent in more 
recent economic downturns. As explained in a McKinsey 
Global Institute report, management in the 1960’s and 
1970’s considered labor to be a ‘quasi-fixed’ resource since 
they had already invested in their training and workers held 
firm-specific knowledge that was not easily transferable. In 
tough times, firms were less likely to lay off large numbers; 
they were instead willing to take a hit to profit and 
productivity so that workers could drive recovery faster on 
the back end.5 
As shown in Exhibit 5, employment has constituted 
an increasingly larger portion of Real GDP loss in each 
subsequent recession since the event of 1973-1975. 
GDP loss measures the severity of a downturn on a 
macroeconomic level. Firms’ decisions whether or not to 
lay off workers during these recessions dictate the degree 
to which employment bears the brunt of the downturn 
and the degree to which firms absorb GDP loss internally, 
taking a hit to productivity. As shown in a McKinsey Global 
Institute study, where once companies were shielding 
workers and absorbing losses themselves, in this globally 
competitive economy, companies are seeking to preserve 
profits at the expense of employment. This increasing 
reliance on layoffs is not a sustainable practice in the 
long-run; in order to reverse declining performance, firms 
cannot focus solely on short-term, reactive solutions. 
The Automation Paradox
We have argued here that the recent upturn in ROA 
reflects short-term and largely unsustainable measures 
rather than the more fundamental changes required 
to respond to the mounting pressures of the Big Shift. 
However, how does one reconcile this with the prevailing 
belief that automation is driving sustained productivity 
growth and making workers dispensable?
It is true that firms are finding ways to automate low 
complexity, and increasingly, mid-complexity positions. 
Indeed, the rapid adoption of self-checkout at retail 
locations has shown that even some face-to-face customer 
interactions can be replaced with technology. However, 
as shown in Exhibit 6, Fixed Investment IT Spend in 2000 
was almost three times as high as in 2010, whereas 
unemployment was only 4.0%, as compared to 9.6% in 
2010. Given these numbers, it would be difficult to make 
the case that the significant recent increase in layoffs is 
due to a sudden surge in automation. While IT spend 
rose significantly between 2009 and 2010 in parallel with 
the unemployment rate, this increase marked a return to 
pre-crash levels of investment.
Firms are seeking increased employment flexibility by 
relying on short-term, part-time, or contract workers. 
In particular, routine and administrative tasks are being 
5 James Manyika et. all. “An 
Economy that Works: Job Creation 
and America’s Future.” McKinsey 
Global Institute Report. June 2011. 
<http://www.mckinsey.com/mgi/
publications/us_jobs/index.asp>
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Compustat, Deloitte Analysis
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has been driven by companies’ inability to adapt to the 
long-term trends behind the Big Shift. While this decline 
has been influenced by trends in the banking industry, 
this same declining trend in ROA has also consistently 
occurred across the rest of the economy. This decline is all 
the more noteworthy because of the increasingly favorable 
tax environment and improvement efforts by individual 
companies. The effective corporate income tax rate has 
declined over the past 45 years and firms have engaged 
in a suite of efforts, including restructuring, outsourcing, 
and mergers and acquisitions to improve performance. 
The decline in ROA is significant because it has continued 
in spite of these factors which we might have expected to 
improve ROA.
This year, our analysis confirmed that the decline in ROA 
is occurring consistently across almost all sectors of the 
economy. With the exception of aerospace and defense 
and health care services, all other industries in the economy 
exhibited a downward trend in ROA. This suggests that the 
fundamental forces of the Big Shift are driving down Asset 
Profitability across the entire economy. 
Of these industries, the technology, media, and 
entertainment and automotive sectors have experienced 
the steepest declines in ROA, with ROA declining at an 
average of 0.15% per year over the 45-year period. By 
contrast, the strongest performing industry, aerospace and 
defense, only saw its ROA rise at an average rate of 0.02% 
per year over the same period. While the bottom industries 
are experiencing sharp declines in performance, the top 
industry is just barely yielding better results over time (see 
Exhibit 89)
As part of our continued investigation into declining ROA, 
we focused our attention on the role of the banking 
industry. There are two reasons why we were concerned 
with the banking industry. First, the banking sector has 
come to constitute a large portion of the overall economy’s 
asset base. And second, the banking sector has also had 
historically low ROA levels. Taken collectively, these facts 
yielded interesting results in our analysis of the declining 
ROA levels.
Truly reversing this will require a profound shift in thinking 
and a strong grasp of the forces — often overlooked 
— facing modern firms. In particular, executives will 
have to focus on capability leverage and mobilizing the 
resources of others to deliver more value (the numerator 
in the profitability ratio) rather than just focusing on cost 
reduction as a driver of firm profitability.
Source: Compustat, Deloitte analysis
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As we can see from Exhibit 90, the banking industry’s share 
of the total asset base has grown swiftly, from 30% in 
1965 to 60% in 2010. Consequently, the banking industry 
has been an increasingly important determinant of the 
overall economy’s ROA. Secondly, the banking industry has 
had historically low levels of ROA, trending from 0.75% in 
1965 and declining to 0.55% in 2010.
Collectively, these factors yielded two key insights into the 
economy’s decline in ROA. As we can see from Exhibit 91, 
the inclusion of the banking industry significantly lowers 
the overall economy’s ROA consistently over the past 45 
years. More importantly, when the banking industry is 
excluded from our calculations, the overall economy’s ROA 
experienced a slightly steeper decline. As evidenced by 
the trend lines in Exhibit 91, when we consider the rest of 
the economy apart from the banking industry, the rate of 
decline in ROA is even more severe. While it is tempting to 
only consider the (higher) ROA exhibited in the ‘economy 
less banking’ chart, it is imprudent to isolate banking 
completely from the story of declining ROA because the 
banking industry has provided capital to the rest of the 
economy at a low cost over the past 25 years. The cost of 
capital has steadily declined and it has allowed companies 
to pursue growth at a relatively low cost. While we might 
be able to isolate the depressive effect of banking on 
overall ROA, it is imperative that we still consider it as part 
of the overall economy because of this power to stimulate 
growth throughout the entire economy.
From 2008-2010, we have seen an uptick in ROA for all 
but three industries (aerospace and defense, energy, and 
life sciences).;While some may see this rise as a source 
for encouragement, we believe it to be the result of 
short-term measures, such as workforce reduction, rather 
than fundamental restructuring of business strategies to 
address the Big Shift. In short, we do not believe that these 
efforts to improve performance are sustainable in the 
long run. For greater detail concerning our analysis of the 
relationship between layoffs and ROA, please refer to the 
section “2011 Shift Index: Key Ideas.”
© 2011 Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu90
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... ROA for the U.S. economy has been in 
steady decline for the past 45 years. We believe 
that this decline in ROA has been driven by 
companies’ inability to adapt to the long-term 
trends behind the Big Shift. 
Source: Compustat, Deloitte analysis
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ROA Performance Gap
Winning companies are barely holding on, while losers 
experience rapidly deteriorating performance
Introduction
Economy-wide, ROA is declining as competition intensifies 
and consumers and talented workers gain market power. 
Yet we all know averages can be deceiving. Maybe good 
companies are generating high returns, but the losers are 
losing big and dragging down ROA? What is happening at 
the company level? 
The ROA Performance Gap is meant to shed light on what 
might otherwise be obscured by averages. Over time, this 
metric will reveal trends in how value is distributed among 
firms and quantify the true consequences of doing poorly 
or well in the Big Shift. 
Observations and Implications
The ROA Perfor ance Gap shows a bifurcation of winners 
and losers; this finding is by no means new. What is 
surprising, however, is how little winners have gained 
during the past 45 years. Technology has enabled firms to 
leverage talent in new and innovative ways and cut costs 
from operations on an unprecedented scale, however, 
even top quartile performers have failed to convert these 
advances into ROA gains.152 The ROA for the top quartile of 
firms has actually declined gradually over the past 45 years 
(see Exhibit 92), from 12.7% in 1965 to 9.9% in 2010.
These findings corroborate the research of our colleagues, 
Michael Raynor and Mumtaz Ahmed, in Deloitte’s 
Persistence Project.153 While ROA for the top 1% of firms 
h s improved, ROA in the top decile firms has only held 
steady over the past 45 years.154 Only a very small group of 
companies has succeeded in improving ROA.
152 Source: Compustat, Deloitte 
analysis.
153 Deloitte’s Persistence Project was 
carried out to identify the manage-
ment practices that have most 
contributed to sustained, superior 
corporate performance. Findings 
from this research were published 
in a series of articles in 2010.
154 Raynor, Michael and Mumtaz 
Ahmed. “Survival of the 
Fattest,” Deloitte Review. http://
www.deloitte.com/view/
en_US/us/Insights/Browse-by-
Content-Type/deloitte-review/
bfeebb8fda426210VgnVC-
M100000ba42f00aRCRD.htm
2011 Im
pact Index
The ROA Performance 
Gap metric measures 
the percentage 
difference in ROA 
between the top and 
bottom quartiles and 
reflects how value flows 
to (or from) “winners” 
and “losers” in an 
increasingly competitive 
environment. 
This metric is a proxy for 
firm performance.
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However,
Value 6= price, especially 6= market price
∃ different ‘compositions of capital’ (c/v ) in different
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if labour time directly determines exchange value
Ricardo aware of the problem, but neither he nor followers had
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‘93 per cent’ labour theory of value 8
Disintegration of Ricardo school 9
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‘Prices of production’
re-distribute surplus value to equalise profit rates
Branch c v s w pi p c : v sc+v
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Three equalities:
Total surplus value = total profit
Total price = total value
Value rate of profit = price rate of profit
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Supposed proof of ‘internal contradiction’
Period Dept. r c v s w pi p s(c+v)
pi
(c+v)
I 280 72 48 400 88 440 13.6% 25.0%
1 II 80 96 64 240 44 220 36.4% 25.0%
III 40 72 48 160 28 140 42.9% 25.0%∑ 400 240 160 800 160 800 25.0% 25.0%
With sale at values simple reproduction is possible
e.g., in Dept. I the value of output (w = 400) equals total
quantity of used-up means of production: c = 400
But if Dept. I output sells at prices of production (p = 440)
some will go unsold, since constant capital expenditure
c = 400, and production will contract
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Walrasian ‘marxism’
Alfred Marshall said once of Ricardo: ‘He does not state clearly, and
in some cases he perhaps did not fully and clearly perceive how, in
the problem of normal value, the various elements govern one
another mutually, not successively, in a long chain of causation.’ This
description applies even more to Marx . . . [who] held firmly to the
view that the elements concerned must be regarded as a kind of
causal chain, in which each link is determined, in its composition and
its magnitude, only by the preceding links . . . Modern economics is
beginning to free itself gradually from the successivist prejudice, the
chief merit being due to the mathematical school led by Leon
Walras.11
11Bortkiewicz (1952:23-24)
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System Branch vpu c v s w s
c +v
 
Value 1 1 96 10 14 120 13.2 
 2 1 12 20 28 60 87.5 
 Total  108 30 42 180 30.4 
        
 
Branch ppu ′c  ′v  π  p π
′c + ′v
 
Bortkiewicz 1 1.75 168 7 35 210 20 
 2 0.70 21 14 7 42 20 
 Total  189 21 42 252 20 
        
Moszkowska-
Winternitz 
1 1.25 120 5 25 150 20 
2 0.50 15 10 5 30 20 
 Total  135 15 30 180 20 
        
`New and 
improved’ 
1 1.50 144 6 30 180 20 
2 0.6 18 12 6 36 20 
 Total  162 18 36 216 20 	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Simultaneism =⇒ physicalism
Steedman’s ‘physical quantities approach’
Simultaneism: requirement that per-unit input prices (or values)
must equal per-unit output prices (or values)
Physicalism: sole proximate determinants of values, relative
prices, profits, and rate of profit are technology and real wages
Corn Price (or value) Capital
Input 10 bushels $6/bushel $6× 10 = $60
Output 12 bushels $5/bushel $5× 12 = $60
Input 10 bushels $5/bushel $5× 10 = $50
Output 12 bushels $5/bushel $5× 12 = $60
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Freeing economics from the simultaneist prejudice
Bortkiewiczian transformation problem is a problem because
simultaneism
leads to physicalism
leaves out labour values
either implies static economy
or contrary to physics
capitalists can’t go back in time to purchase new outputs at
old values/prices
contrary to second law of thermodynamics
Take output prices (of production) as input values in next period
Because capitalists lay out value in form of money to
purchase inputs
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Because capitalists lay out value in form of money to
purchase inputs
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Bortkiewicz refuted
Bringing back time—and giving up equilibrium
Period Dept. r c v s w pi p s(c+v)
pi
(c+v)
I 280 72 48 400 88 440 13.6% 25.0%
1 II 80 96 64 240 44 220 36.4% 25.0%
III 40 72 48 160 28 140 42.9% 25.0%∑ 400 240 160 800 160 800 25.0% 25.0%
I 66 308 66 54 428 102 476 14.4% 27.3%
2 II 44 88 88 72 248 48 224 40.9% 27.3%
III 30 66 66 54 164 30 140 49.1% 27.3%∑ 140 440 220 180 840 180 840 27.3% 27.3%
r = residual proceeds (‘revenue’, in Marx)
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‘It is always possible to go wrong’
. . . and many readers have
As the price of production of a commodity can diverge from its value,
so [can] the cost price of a commodity, in which the price of
production of other commodities is involved ... . It is necessary to
bear in mind this modified significance of the cost price ... if the cost
price of a commodity is equated with the value of the means of
production used up in producing it, it is always possible to go wrong.
(Capital, Vol. III, p.309, New York, Vintage Books, 1981.)
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Is Marx a temporalist?
‘It is always possible to go wrong’
. . . and many readers have
However . . .
the price of production of a commodity that diverges in this way
from its value enters as an element into the cost-price of other
commodities ... [hence] ... a divergence from the value of the
means of production consumed may already be contained in the
cost price, quite apart from the divergence that may arise for the
commodity itself from the difference between average profit and
surplus value 12
12Capital III: 309
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Hence we are considering two different questions13
Marx what is the relation between values and prices in
the same economy at two points in time?
divergence ‘already contained in the
cost-price’ (period 0)
Bortkiewicz what is the relation between prices in two different
economies at the same point in time?
difference between the surplus value and
profit (period 1)
See also a telling passage from Theories of Surplus Value14
13Freeman (1995)
14TSV Part. III, p.167
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rate distribution . . .
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ideal gas laws are “emergent property” of interaction of
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Profit rates and power-laws
It’s the tails that matter, not the cats
Power-law tails found for all profit-rate definitions
. . . also widely accepted as stylized fact about returns to
financial assets
. . . and for many key variables, such as wealth and income
[T]his reflects an underlying heterogeneity in the population . . . . The
fat tails mean that a relatively small number of events, or people or
something, have a big influence. And I think most of our theories of
price changes, of changes in investment in response to different
conditions are deficient because they don’t take account of the
shapes of the distributions. (Kenneth Arrow15)
15Dubra 2005, pp 11–12
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The doctoral dissertation
well-known that aim is to justify human free-will against
determinism
less appreciated: that method is to praise Epicurus’s views
on chance
in particular, the ‘swerve of the atom’
spontaneous deviation, deduced dialectically from concept
of the atom
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Early years
First steps in political economy
The true law of political economy is chance, from whose movement
we . . . isolate certain factors arbitrarily in the form of laws.16
. . . it is precisely these fluctuations [in supply and demand] that force
the price to conform to the cost of production. In the totality of this
disorderly movement is to be found its order.17
If M. Proudhon admits that the value of products is determined by
labour time, he should equally admit that it is the fluctuating
movement alone that in a society founded on individual exchanges
makes labour the measure of value. There is no ready-made
constituted ‘proportional relation’, but only a constituting movement.18
16‘Notes on James Mill’
17Wage Labour and Capital
18The Poverty of Philosophy : 71 (emphases added)
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Grundrisse: complexity and emergent properties
. . . as much as the individual moments of this movement arise from
the conscious will and particular purposes of individuals, so much
does the totality of the process appear as an objective interrelation,
which arises spontaneously from nature. . .
Their own collisions with one another produce an alien social power
standing above them, produce their mutual interaction as a process
and power independent of them. . . .
Circulation as the first totality among the economic categories is well
suited to bring this to light. 19 (emphases added: ‘alien’ is Marx’s
emphasis)
19Grundrisse pp.196–197
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Probability density functions: Capital Volume III
on the ‘equalization’ of profit rates
Between those spheres that approximate more or less to the social
average, there is again a tendency to equalization, which seeks the
‘ideal’ mean position, i.e. a mean position which does not exist in
reality. In other words, it tends to shape itself around this ideal as a
norm. 20
introduces extended discussion that is verbal description of
probability density
20Capital III: p.273
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The central limit theorem: Capital Volume I
Edmund Burke, that famous sophist and sycophant, goes so far as to
make the following assertion, based on his practical observations as
a farmer: that ‘in so small a platoon’ as that of five farm labourers, all
individual differences in the labour vanish . . . Compare Que´telet
But if the 12 men are employed in six pairs, by six different ‘small
masters’, it will be entirely a matter of chance whether each of these
masters produces the same value, and consequently whether he
secure the general rate of surplus-value. . . . The inequalities would
cancel out for the society as a whole, but not for the individual
masters. 21, emphasis added???
21Capital I: p.xxx
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Marx and Quetelet
citations are scanty—but highly significant
influence seems great, although little noticed
concrete evidence: two notebooks, one noting Quetelet’s
Treatise, another dealing with a later work
inferential evidence
‘Peuchet’ on suicide: Quetelet and ‘statistical fatalism’?
letter to Kugelmann
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What Marx saw in Quetelet
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